WATER  UNDER  THE  BRIDGES
side an Embassy. The French and Italians agreed, but I absolutely
refused to admit the right of the Turkish Government to interfere
with the garb and equipment of my servants, I told Adnan Bey'that
now there was once more a Turkish Ambassador in London, H.M.
Government would not object if he went out in his motor-car followed
by a !couple of camels, each bearing a machine gun. To tell the
truth, I simply could not bear to think of the feelings of Osman and
Achmet if they were deprived of the scimitars and revolvers which
they had worn in the service of the British Embassy for nearly forty
years. I knew these weapons had got to go some time, but, if possible,
not as long as I was in Constantinople. Nor did they. Adnan was
constantly raising the question and complaining that I treated it as a
joke, but I stuck to my guns and scimitars, and so long as I remained
in Turkey nothing happened. I just could not let my loyal Albanians
down.
After the thrills of the past two years, my last year in Con-
stantinople was a mere anti-climax. I still loved bossing the
magnificent palace at Pera and the summer residence at Yenikevy and
the dear old Makook, but there were no more exciting incidents or
emotions to get a kick out of. There was, however, an occasional
interesting visitor, one of the first being Mr. Ramsay MacDonald.
I had learnt through secret sources that he was coming out and, as he
had been somewhat violently attacking my Chief about this time in
the House of Commons, I thought it as well to telegraph to the Private
Secretary at the Foreign Office to the effect that, as head of H.M.'s
Opposition in the House, I proposed to treat him with every civility.
To this Lord Curzon sent a reply that he entirely agreed.
Mr. MacDonald duly arrived, accompanied by Mr. (afterwards Lord)
Arnold, and having very correctly called and written his name in the
Embassy book I at once asked him to come and see me. At that time
practically my only knowledge of Ramsay MacDonald was that he had
been a conscientious objector in the war. I was therefore not prepared
to be more than civiL I asked him first what he was doing in Turkey.
His answer was that since the Lausanne Treaty would have to be
debated in the House of Commons, he, as leader of the Opposition,
had come out with a view to acquiring first-hand knowledge of his
subject It was a reply which completely disarmed me and banished
all the prejudices I may have felt against conscientious objectors.
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